Official - Sensitive
Digital Economy Act 2017 - Formal Submission for
Local Authority Council Tax - Debt Recovery and Vulnerable Support pilot
Identification of Vulnerability - In the first pilot, we anticipated that the PAYE and SA information of
debtors could indicate their vulnerability. This proved to be erroneous and no determination could be
made from either data set.
Matching Rate - The first pilot's matching success rate was 54%. Although this was better than
expected, the introduction of additional identification information can increase the match rate
significantly, thus increasing the debt recovery rate.
Public Authorities - This second pilot aims to include the following:
Local Authorities, comprising
● a core from the first pilot, and,
● a small selection of those who have expressed a new interest.
DWP - Included as the source for:
● increasing the vulnerability identification, by returning matched debtors in receipt of
income-based benefits,
● increasing the matching rate with HMRC, by adding additional identification data
(including NINO to debtors it matches).
The data requested from HMRC is:
● Address data
○ to aid communication
● PAYE data
○ to aid segmentation of recovery action
● Self Assessment data
○ to aid segmentation of recovery action
● Furlough data
○ to aid in the identification of vulnerable debtors
Neither HMRC or DWP is to retain the data beyond its matching operations. Cabinet Office is not to
retain the data beyond its collation of the Local Authorities’ spreadsheets, its passing of this to DWP
and its return of disaggregated information to respective Local Authorities. An MOU will be drawn up
between all parties (including Fenland District Council, Cabinet Office, DWP and HMRC) prior to the
data share under Article 28 of the UK GDPR. Here, the process of transferring the data shall be
detailed.
Background of the Authority.
Council Tax is levied on each domestic dwelling within the council’s boundary. When payments are
not made based on the statutory instalment plan, reminder notices are issued and non-paid
amounts are enforced through the Magistrates’ Court to obtain a Liability Order. Recovery is based
on the regulations enacted by the Local Government Finance Act 1992.
As at 29.01.2021, there are 8,287 Liability Orders totalling in excess of £1.5m outstanding for the
five years prior to 31.03.2020.
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Details of the steps to recover non-payment are at the following link:
https://www.angliarevenues.gov.uk/services/counciltax/reminders/recovery/index.cfm

Fenland District Council has identified that customer income-based benefit information from DWP
and PAYE and Self-Assessment customer information from HMRC is useful and able to support:
●

the managing of overall arrears and further developing of recovery procedures, by:
○ identifying customers whose circumstances make them vulnerable and providing
appropriate support and appropriate recovery action whereupon they engage with
the Local Authority;
○ identifying those in employment and allowing the recovering of individual debts by
Attachment to Earnings Orders, where appropriate;
○ identifying forwarding addresses for customers who have moved leaving arrears
outstanding;
○ identifying those receiving benefits and allowing the recovering of individual debts by
Attachment to Benefits Orders, where appropriate.

This is a significant change from the current process and allows us to take positive action to identify
and support vulnerable customers and recover debt from those customers who are not engaging in
the process and who have already been informed of the action the Local Authority may take.
An overview of the activity under the arrangement and how the data will be used:
Fenland District Council will undertake a one–off data share as to a reasonable sample of debtors.
This sample is to be of an appropriate size in relation to Fenland District Council (as may include all
debtors contained within our Liability Order dataset). There is no limit to this sample size. This
sample is to be shared with Cabinet Office, who will then collate all of the submitted samples from
the pilot’s Local Authorities into a single document. This collated document will then be passed by
Cabinet Office to DWP who will match against their benefits records. For those records matched,
DWP will add income-based benefits data and add corroborative customer information (e.g., NINO
and/or DoB) and then forward these records to CO.

HMRC will then match these customer records against their systems
and return the records to Cabinet Office with the associated address, PAYE and/or Self
Assessment information. Cabinet Office will then disaggregate this information and provide the
respective samples to each local authority, whereupon Fenland District Council shall receive its
sample back.
The sample will exclude debtors who are;
● in receipt of debt support - full or partial;
● deceased;
● subject to committal and bankruptcy cases;
● companies;
● subject to a current Attachment of Earnings.
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A snapshot of data will be taken before being issued to DWP/HMRC for evaluation during and postaction.
A proposed process map is shown below:

Once the data has been returned, Fenland District Council will analyse the results from DWP and
HMRC and;
For those in receipt of DWP Income-based benefits:
Pass to debt support team for action,
Communicate with the debtor,
If debtor contacted and vulnerability discussed, support offered (where appropriate)
and/or payment plan agreed
if no contact, Fenland District Council shall continue recovery action
For those in receipt of PAYE:
14-day letter (as per the first pilot) to be issued to the debtor.
If debtor contacted, payment plan or vulnerability discussed
If no contact, Fenland District Council shall progress Attachment of Earnings action.
For those in receipt of S/A:
Communicate with the customer noting they are in receipt of S/A
If debtor contacted, payment plan or vulnerability discussed.
If no contact, Fenland District Council shall continue recovery action.
An outline of what types of data will be shared and the data security arrangements to be put
in place:
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Persons at Fenland District Council receiving and disclosing data are limited to debt analysts and
debt recovery officers. All such users sign data disclosure agreements before system access is
granted. All staff have had DPA and lately GDPR training.
Persons at DWP and HMRC receiving, analysing and disclosing data are limited to data analysts
and processors, within the Centre for Data Exploitation, data management team. These staff have
been security trained.
For any third-party entity or body which provides services to Fenland District Council and which has
access to its software suppliers and is able to extract data to be used in a search tool available for
other councils - Fenland District Council shall ensure no data supplied to them under this pilot is
available for any other council to obtain.
The period of duration for the arrangement, when the data share will be live:

The duration period for the pilot shall be 12 months from when the data is shared by Fenland
District Council to Cabinet Office, with this period enabling the analysis of the success or otherwise
of the data share. An initial report will be compiled and submitted to the DEA Review Board via the
DEA Secretariat after the end of the operational activity, as shall outline the progress made against
the success criteria and any issues found.
A provisional timetable is outlined below:
● Feb 21 – Formal Business Case submitted to the DEA Review Board
● Feb 21 – Ministerial Approval
● March 21 - Data shared from Fenland District Council to Cabinet Office and this collated
data (comprising all pilot Local Authorities data) is shared with DWP,
● April 21 - HMRC to conduct matching and return data to Cabinet Office, who will then
disaggregate and share related data back to Fenland District Council.
● April/May 21 - Pilot authorities begin analysis and operational activity on returned data
● April/May 21 - Initial review of the pilot against the success criteria
● Sept 21 - Mid pilot review and report and BAU considered
● March 22 - Pilot ends and pilot evaluation report produced
How retention periods will be managed:
The retention period for the pilot shall be 12 months from when the data is shared with Fenland
District Council to Cabinet Office.
Personal data that has been part of the DEA legal gateway process will be retained in accordance
with the authorities’ data retention policy. Shared data will be kept separate and recognisable to
enable deletion at the end of the pilot.
Cabinet Office will destroy the collated data once:
● Fenland District Council has received the match results
● Anomalies in the data are resolved
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